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WHAT YOU DO IS 
YOUR HISTORY. 
WHAT YOU SET 
IN MOTION IS 
YOUR LEGACY

There is much spoken 
about the value of 

‘legacy’, which is our 
theme for this autumn 
‘Breakout’: Leonard Sweet 
captured it thus: ‘’What 
you do is your history. 
What you set in motion is 
your legacy’’ and here at 
Langley our desire is to set 
things in motion that will 
weave something of value 
into the lives of others. 
We are not about building 
monuments of stone but 
establishing testimonies 
of lives being transformed. 
This is the kind of work 
that has a lasting impact.

So we are reflecting 
on people who are 
featured here as some 
of our legacy-builders.  
In this edition we are 
unapologetically shouting 
from the rooftops about 
our own organisation and 
its people. I know for many 
of our supporters you 
appreciate hearing about 
our successes and so 
this ‘Breakout’ should not 
disappoint as we have a 
number of stories to share 
where staff and volunteers 
have continued to be 
the lifeblood of Langley. 
Some are celebrating 
significant milestone 
anniversaries with us, one 
dear colleague is retiring 
after many years of faithful 
service so we wanted to 
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pay tribute to her. And 
the Hot Topic is unusually 
inward looking this time 
around as I wanted to 
share some of our Staff 
Conference experience 
with you, so have chosen 
this as our feature. 

We have exciting news to 
bring in terms of external 
recognition, and our CEO 
reminds us in her update 
just why we need to keep 
doing what we do here – 
the impact she describes 
is far-reaching.  

I am so grateful to be a 
part of this wonderful 
work in this season and 
on behalf of everyone 
connected with Langley I 
extend a heartfelt ‘thank 
you’ to all of you who 
continue to support our 
services and projects; 

whether that is through 
prayer, giving of your time, 
money or through your 
encouragement, we are 
very thankful for the part 
you play in ensuring we 
continue to build a legacy 
that matters. 

Ali Hancock
Head of Communications |
Langley House Trust

WELCOME
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we make 
a positive 
difference 
in their 
lives,

”
Tracy Wild 
CEO | Langley House Trust

Working for an organisation that has been 
delivering life-changing services since 1958 

means there is not one person or one role that 
is behind its success. There are many hands and 
fingerprints over the years that have made their 
unique contribution, not only to making a difference 
today but to leave a positive legacy for others who 
come after us. Each one, whether staff, volunteer or 
supporter has made our organisation what it is today 
and what it will be tomorrow. 

CEO
An update from our

One example is Mrs Rothera; many 
years ago Mrs Rothera bequeathed 
Box Tree Cottage to us in Bradford. Box 
Tree Cottage may only house 14 people 
at any one time but over the years the 
collective number of lives changed is 
significant. This is just one example of 
how someone’s generosity has benefited 
those over a number of generations, it is 
a gift that keeps on giving. Thank you Mrs 
Rothera and everyone else who has given 
generously to our work, we salute you all!

As a senior team we regularly discuss the 
importance of making decisions, setting 
priorities and using resources not only to 
benefit those now but to develop ‘legacy’ 
for those who come after us. As CEO 
this is a feature of our work that is really 
important for me to promote. 

We know from our experience of working 
with those who have offended that their 
wrong choices in the past not only affect 
them but impact those around them. 
Therefore we also know that when we 
make a positive difference in their lives, 
we also make a positive difference to the 
lives of their family, friends and the wider 
community. This difference even impacts 
the next generation as we know that the 
children of those in prison have worse 
predicted outcomes for their lives.

Studies1 show that children with an 
imprisoned parent are three times more 
at risk of committing anti-social behaviour 
than their peers; sadly they are also three 
times more likely to suffer from mental 
health problems.  48% of children under 
10 with an imprisoned parent are likely to 
commit future anti-social acts compared 
to 14% of children under 10 in the general 
population.

Understanding this context makes it all 
the more important for us to work together 
to fulfil our calling, whether we are staff, 
a volunteer or a supporter. In doing so 
we are not only positively affecting those 
receiving the services from Langley House 
Trust, Kainos Community or Clean Sheet 
today and next week, but we know that 
this positive effect will ripple out into their 
families and their community, well into the 
future. 

I want to thank you for standing with us 
and making that difference; thank you for 
helping us to create a positive legacy.

We also know 
that when 

we also make a 
positive difference 
to the lives of 
their family, 
friends and the 
wider community. 

we make 
a positive 
difference 
in their 
lives,

”
1 fnf.org.uk

Tracy””
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Thank 
You Peter!

Peter S, our beloved Chaplain at 
the Knole, celebrated his 10th 

anniversary of volunteering with 
Langley in June.  Staff and clients 
helped him to celebrate with 
a presentation of a Peace Lily, 
some chocolates and a card.  The 
Knole’s client representative, JA, 
thanked Peter for supporting all of 
the clients and for coming to see 
them every week.   

Andy Rider, National Chaplain 
recorded a video message of 
thanksgiving which was played to 
Peter and Malcom Hayes, Chair of 

This is such a testimony to the 
extraordinary work our staff have 
continued to deliver during this 
challenging season, right across our 
organisation and for the benefit of 
those we serve, our clients.

Winners will be announced on 9th 
September 2021 so watch this space!

We are thrilled to have been shortlisted 
as finalist for The Charity Times 

Awards, not once, but twice last month! 

Langley is proud to be rubbing shoulders 
with some impressive organisations as we 
compete for two prestigious awards – 
HR Management and 
Charity of the Year (+£10m).

HOT 
TOPIC
Stepping Stones - 
Where do we go from here?

Knowing where you have come from is 
helpful in understanding where you 

need to go next and for many of our staff 
the journey had never been presented 
quite as clearly as it was during our virtual 
Staff Conference in June, when CEO, Tracy 
Wild took us down memory lane. We have 
always been an organisation that looks 
ahead, changing, evolving, and using the 
current set of circumstances as a stepping 
stone to the next. But where have we 
come from? What is this legacy we talk 
so much about?

Tracy included a fascinating interview 
with Elfrida Calvocoressi, a Fellow of 
the Trust, who was formerly a Trustee, 
having been married to one of Langley’s 
founding members, Roy Calvocoressi. 
Elfrida described the way in which 
her husband was inspired as a new 
Christian to become a prison visitor and 
later would join with other like-minded 
Christians to form Langley House Trust 
in 1958. Their vision has become part of 
current-day Langley’s DNA – to provide 
a caring home for people who are lost 
and displaced as a result of offending and 
anti-social behaviour; to provide a sense 
of belonging and acceptance. That legacy 
has continued strongly into our present 
and although the conversation may not 
happen in quite the same way now, with 
house parents getting together back then 
with the residents over hot cocoa at night 
in the kitchen, the principle of coming 
alongside as those who care is very much 

a feature of Langley’s work today. We 
would describe it as ‘key-working’ now 
and continue to value the quality of 
relationships between teams of staff and 
clients. 

Elfrida described the early ambition 
to move people on after 6 weeks 
and shared that this was quickly 
recognised as unachievable. She 
explained that the desire to prepare 
people for independent living needed 
to be tempered with a more realistic 
expectation and so the men were 
allowed to stay for months and 
even years in order to complete a 
rehabilitation journey, which is probably 
more like the work we engage in now 
than we might expect. 

Tracy gave a wonderful opportunity 
to see life as it truly was 30 years ago, 
sharing a clip from a 35 minute video 
that can still be seen on YouTube; 
narrated by Barry Norman in the 1990’s 
‘Inside Out’ looked at the work of 
Langley and explored a 
client’s perspective.

Understanding our roots helps us to 
move confidently into our future and 
the legacy Langley has enjoyed is as 
important today as it has ever been.

Trustees, sent his congratulations 
on behalf of the Board of 
Trustees.  Peter said “It has been 
a privilege to be involved with the 
work of the Knole over the years 
and with the great work you 
all do”.
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This Breakout is all about ‘legacy’. 
What do we leave behind? How will 

we be remembered? I remember many 
years ago attending an interview to 
work for Barnardo’s when as part of the 
assessment (it was a very long time ago!) 
I had to draw a gravestone and choose 
the words I would want on my own. I still 
remember writing, ‘He worked, He played 
and He prayed… hard’ I must confess 
it lacks the humour of Spike Milligan’s 
gravestone which simply says, ‘I told them 
I was sick!’

What will people say after you move on? 
Whether moving on from a staff position, 
moving home or the final moving on when 
by God’s grace, you step into his eternal 
kingdom leaving loved ones behind.

The bible has several stories of those who 
impacted the next generation, Paul writing 
to Timothy, Elizabeth comforting Mary, 
Elijah appointing Elisha, Jacob seeing 
Joseph become a great leader. In each 

PAUSE
Let’s

For Thought

“Standing 
on the 
shoulders 
of giants”
Bernard of Chartres 1124

8

REV ANDY 
RIDER
National Chaplain

case the new generation ‘stands on the 
shoulders of those who’ve gone before’.

That phrase is attributed to Bernard of 
Chartres who pointed out that ‘we see 
more and farther than our predecessors, 
not because we have keener vision or 
greater height, but because we are lifted 
up and borne aloft on their gigantic 
stature and their discoveries’. It was 
1500 years later that Isaac Newton first 
used the phrase in English.

What will you leave behind? What 
insights have shaped your life? How 
will those who follow you grow through 
them? I love Paul’s word to Timothy 
in 1 Timothy 4.16: Watch your life and 
doctrine closely. Persevere in them, 
because if you do, you will save both 
yourself and your hearers, in this 
generation and the next! (Italics mine)

Rev Andy Rider
National Chaplain

What will you 
leave behind? What 
insights have shaped 
your life? How will 
those who follow you 
grow through them?
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After 17 months of events 
being postponed and 

lockdown preventing us from 
getting out, we 
were excited 
to hear one of 
our amazing 
supporters, 
Lynda, is taking 
part in the Great North Run 
in September.
 
Lynda and her husband Ken 
both worked for the Trust in 
the mid 90’s and have been 
supporters of the charity ever 
since (THANK YOU!) Lynda 
wishes to raise funds for two 
charities close to her heart, 

If you wish 
to take part 
please visit 
our website 
and click on 
donate now. 
Or scan the 
QR code 
below:

H
el

p 
us

 re

ach our goal!

OUR AMAZING 
SUPPORTERS

Getting Involved
Ready, Set, GO!

one of which is us and the other 
is a great mental health charity 
called ‘PeerTalk’.

We would like to 
wish Lynda all the 
best with the training 
and the marathon.  
 

To support Lynda please visit the 
link below or scan the QR code. 
justgiving.com/fundraising/ 
lynda-coulthard

Many thanks to everyone who 
kindly donated to our Easter 

Appeal which achieved just shy of...

We are absolutely blown away 
by your continued support and 
kindness to the Trust; thank you.

£10,000! 

Paula our fantastic Volunteer Manager, 
her husband David and Cockapoo 

Woody took up the 
100x100 challenge by  
doing a virtual coast 
to coast walk, here is 
Paula’s story. 

On 1st May 2021, 
David, (my husband), Woody (our aging 
Cockapoo) and I travelled to St Bee’s in 
Cumbria, collected a pebble from the 
beach and took the first steps on our 
“virtual” Coast to Coast walk for Langley’s 
100 x 100 Challenge.  Over the next 11 
weeks and 309km (192 miles), we enjoyed 
evening and weekend walks mostly in 
our local area. The walks were fantastic, 
who knew that the East Lancashire moors 
were so beautiful!  We climbed the highest 
hills and saw all sorts of wildlife like deer, 
hares, owls and even a peacock that 
appeared out of nowhere!  

Family and friends joined us for some 
walks – special thanks to Catherine who 
picked me up when I tumbled down a 
particularly steep hill!  We planned to 
end the walk as we started it - on the real 
Coast to Coast path, but with a week to go, 

we still had 60km to walk. Fortunately 
we both had the week off and, with 

some extra walks under our belt, 
we re-joined the real Coast to 
Coast path and completed the 
last stretch over the cliffs and 
headed down into Robin Hood’s 
Bay. To complete the challenge 
we followed tradition and threw 

Fred the pebble (yes, it did have a name 
by this point!) into the North Sea.  
We had done it! 

100 people raising £100

Get Involved with our

Will you take up the challenge?

100 X 100 
CHALLENGE

a peacock that 
appeared out 
of nowhere!

APPEAL UPDATE

11
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WE REMEMBER 
EVERY PENNY 
THAT YOU 
DONATE 
TO US

LEAVING 
US A GIFT

A tribute to a Trustee and  
Supporter, Adam Pyke

The theme for this edition of 
Breakout is ‘Legacy’ so with 

this in mind we thought it would be 
fitting to take a moment, to pause 
and to remember every supporter 
who has left a gift in their will over 
the years. We are always honoured 
by receiving such gifts, and every 
penny goes back into making our 
vision become a reality, supporting 
our clients live crime free, giving 
second chances and making our 
communities safer.

We have been overwhelmed by the kind comments and generous 
donations we have received in memory of one of our dear friends and 

supporter Adam Pyke who passed away this year.  

Adam was a trustee for Langley 
House Trust and has been a long-time 
supporter since 2001, during that time 
Adam generously gave his time of 
which we are all truly grateful for. 

We will remember Adam for his 
kind heart and generosity, your 
legacy will live on in all we do 
here at Langley House Trust.  
THANK YOU! 

If you wish to leave a gift 
in your will and would 

like help in setting this up, 
we have partnered with 
the award-winning Co-op 
legal services to provide 
support and a discounted 
will-writing service 
exclusively to Langley 
House Trust supporters.

Sc
an

 m
e 

to
 fi

nd out more

Call Co-op on 0330 606 9634 
and quote LANGLEYHT or visit: 
co-oplegalservices.co.uk/making-a-will

Consider

in your will

or

1312
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CHRIS 
METCALFE
Our Corporate Operations Director

So, Chris, you began with the Trust 20 
years ago this month; what was your 
background prior to joining Langley and 
what attracted you to Langley? 
My background was as a Manager in the 
motor trade. I was looking for a career 
change and ideally in care, after caring 
for my father in the later stages of his life. 
When I saw the advert for a relief worker 
for Box Tree Cottage, it appealed to me 
to have the opportunity to work with 
offenders. I felt back then, and still do, 
that they are marginalised in society and I 
believe that people deserve a  
second chance.

You have held a number of roles 
since you joined Langley – 
what have they been?  
I started as a relief worker, then worked as 
a Project Worker, progressing to Third in 
Charge, Deputy Manager, Project Manager, 
Area Manager and now Corporate 
Operations Director. There isn’t much I 
haven’t done! 

What would you say have been the top 
3 highlights of your time with Langley so 
far?  
The 60th Anniversary Celebration in 
London in 2018! Seeing all the clients 
and staff arrive from different parts of the 
country and celebrating the event together 
was humbling. 

 
My second would be watching how our 
wonderful staff have worked through the 
pandemic day in, day out to ensure our 
clients get the care and support they 
require.
 
Finally the opening and developing of new 
services and programmes such as Murray 
Lodge, Tekoa House, House of St Martin,  
Ixion and Kainos. This ensures we deliver 
diverse services and I think makes us 
stronger as an organisation. 
 
What are the 3 things you love most 
about our organisation?
We help people realise their potential; both 
our clients in rebuilding their lives and our 
staff in their development. I appreciate the 
people I have had the privilege to work 
for, with, and those I have line managed. 
I have worked with some amazingly 
committed people. Thirdly I love that we 
are a Christian organisation. I believe 
this underpins our whole approach to 
the services we deliver and makes a real 
difference that contributes to our success. 

And finally what do you want to leave 
as your legacy, Chris? (not that we are 
planning your exit!)
I want to know that I have helped some 
clients and staff to realise their potential.

We help people 
realise their 
potential; both 
our clients in 
rebuilding their 
lives and our 
staff in their 
development.

Ali Hancock had the privilege of interviewing a 
couple of operational colleagues who are about to 
celebrate a significant anniversary with the Trust!  

15
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JOE 
COSTELLO
Social Care Manager
So, Joe, you also began with the Trust 
20 years ago this month; what was your 
background prior to joining Langley and 
what attracted you to Langley? 
I was a Relief Project Worker initially from 
July 2000 working at Box Tree Cottage, and 
became a permanent staff member at Box 
Tree in October 2001. My background was 
the Army (mainly with the Royal Marines) and 
as a Business Analyst (Financial Services). 
I feel a bit of a fraud in that there was no 
“calling” to Langley exactly; I was building an 
internet business and needed some form of 
extra income. However, soon after joining the 
Trust I realised I very much liked working with 
clients and Langley.

We are delighted Joe that you’ve stayed so 
long! You have held a number of roles since 
you joined – what have they been? 
Project Worker at Box Tree (with a lengthy 
stay at Wing Grange, Rutland) before 
becoming Acting deputy Project Manager 
and then Acting Project Manager at Longcroft 
in December 2003; this became permanent 
in April 2004. In September 2018 I moved to 
my current role within the Care Team. 

What would you say have been the top 3 
highlights of your time with Langley so far?
(Asking Chris Metcalfe to remove a soiled 
carpet at Box Tree Cottage while I cooked 
lunch – I am aware this may bring back bad 
memories for Chris!) In all seriousness:

1) Seeing the progress of clients; I am 
still amazed at how many clients achieve 
positive outcomes when at first they look 
like they have many challenges to resolve. 
When they are successfully placed it gives 
a good deal of satisfaction. Progress can be 
so different for each client so this could be 
small incremental changes in behaviour to 

a person moving into the community and 
leading a crime free / enjoyable life.

2) The people with whom I have a 
friendship within Langley and being able to 
socialise with them.

3) Attending Spiritual Retreats! The whole 
experience is thoroughly refreshing in terms 
of spiritual renewal; Andy Rider (our national 
chaplain) is definitely a highlight.
 
What are the 3 things you love most about 
our organisation?

1) The people working within the Trust 
are so friendly and the flat nature of the 
organisation enables everyone’s voice to 
be heard at Senior Management / Director / 
CEO levels.

2) The fact that Langley is a Christian 
based organisation and all staff must 
accommodate the Christian ethos.

3) Working with clients has always been 
a highlight for me; sadly the pandemic has 
meant a lot less contact and this has been 
difficult working in isolation (mainly) at home.

And finally what do you want to leave as 
your legacy? (as I said to Chris, we are not 
planning your exit!)
The work I did at Longcroft has been 
a legacy. When I joined it did not have 
a terribly good reputation locally and 
therefore re-building relationships and 
trust with external agencies was important. 
Growing the financial base of the Project 
was significant, the average price of a bed 
in 2004 was about £350. Introducing a 
Psychology and Psychiatric service with 
funding from one client, and while a loss 
leader for about 18 months it grew the 
reputation of Longcroft and has continued 
to attract more complex cases from a wider 
referral base.

Chris Metcalfe 
had to remove 
a soiled carpet 
at Box Tree 
Cottage while I 
cooked lunch.

1716
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ANN
FROST

And last but by no means least

Tracy Wild’s PA
Ann is due to retire next month so we 
wanted to celebrate all that she has 
contributed to the lifeblood of the 
Trust in her years with us. Here is Ann’s 
journey in her own words.
I started working for the Trust on 25th July 
2003 as the office cleaner. Previously I 
worked as a dental nurse and then various 
roles in local solicitor firms. I worked in 
London both with P&O and in a large 
solicitors firm. I left work when we adopted 
our daughter.

I knew both Tracy and the office manager, 
June, from church and was asked if I would 
be interested in the two hour cleaning 
role at the Essex Office!  After a period of 
time I was out celebrating Tracy’s birthday 
and Tracy asked if I would be interested in 
becoming a volunteer which would not only 
assist the office but would enable me to 
re-learn office skills.

I became temporary Project Administrator 
then eventually job shared with June, 
starting at one day a week until June 
left, due to ill health. One year later Tracy 
became Corporate Operations Director 
and was looking for an assistant. As my 
current role as Eastern Region Office 
Manager was coming to an end I applied 
and became Tracy’s assistant from 
May 2009.

Tracy became CEO in 2013 and despite 
numerous reservations about the work 
involved with this role I took on the 
challenge as her PA and stayed ever since!

My top three highlights
The people I have met during my time with 
Langley (cliché I know) including visiting 
the various projects.

My line manager when I started with the 
Trust, Anne Goad was a big influence in 

building up my Christian faith,
Working alongside Tracy and expanding 

the role as her assistant, with being away 
from home so often the opportunities we 
took together and as a team to visit local 
theatres etc.

Three things I love about the Trust
Again it has to be the staff, even though 
I work from a very small office I feel 
connected to the other Langley staff and 
this is due to being able (pre Covid) to visit 
the projects regularly and meeting up in 
Coventry central services office.
  Secondly it is seeing how the Trust has 
and can change so many lives and hearing 
the good news from clients.

Thirdly, the fact that the Trust is inclusive 
and is not frightened to express that it is 
Christ centred.

What is my legacy?
Firstly that I can encourage through my 
progress with the Trust for others to reach 
for the top and attain their goals. 

Secondly that I have helped, even in a 
small way, to assist Tracy in her journey to 
becoming the great leader of the Trust that 
she is.

I love seeing 
how the Trust 

has and can 
change so 

many lives, 
and hearing 

the good news 
from clients.
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Langley House Trust is an innovative Christian charity that 
provides specialist housing, programmes and support services 
in the community, and targeted advice in prisons for offenders 
seeking to live crime-free. Since 1958 we have earned an enviable 
reputation for reducing reoffending with proven results. 

LANGLEY HOUSE TRUST
Helping People to Live 
Crime-Free Lives 

Langley House Trust 
PO Box 6364 Coventry CV6 9LL 

T: 03330 035025 
E: info@langleyhousetrust.org 
www.langleyhousetrust.org 

Twitter: @LangleyHseTrust 

Registered Charity No. 1146304 
Company No. 7888191 

KAINOS COMMUNITY 
Challenge to Change 

 
Kainos Community 
PO Box 6364 Coventry CV6 9LL 

T: 02476 619703 
E: admin@kainoscommunity.org 
www.kainoscommunity.org 

Twitter: @kainoscommunity 

Registered Charity No. 1076206 
Company No. 3771649

Part of the Langley House Trust group:

TOGETHER WE 
ARE BUILDING 

A LEGACY


